Venue/Supporting Company of the Year

This award recognizes the outstanding support and partnership that an MPI member company/venue/resort/hotel provided and has gone above and beyond expectations for our local chapter. This award highlights the company’s dedicated services and contributions to the continued enhancement of our chapter. The company/venue/resort/hotel also demonstrates ongoing support to the meetings and events industry.

Criteria
This award may be self-nominated or nominated by peers.

Influence
• Describe how the company/venue/resort/hotel sponsor contributed to the chapter

Innovation
• How did the company/venue/resort/hotel demonstrate creativity or innovative ways in contributing to the MPI MN chapter or meeting?

Impact
• Describe the impact of these initiatives within MPI

Eligibility
• Nominee must be an organization (not individual) member of MPI in good standing.
• Nominee may not be a member of the judging panel.